Swivel chairs and cantilever chairs

silent rush

Swivel chair with a high backrest

Swivel chair with a medium-high backrest

Cantilever, conference and lounge chairs

When things revolve around the matter in hand,
the right feeling makes all the difference.
The modern workplace should not only radiate
energy and efficiency, but warmth and comfort
as well. Sedus silent rush is the answer to the
many and varied requirements of the domestic
“office”. As a swivel chair with a high or mediumhigh backrest or as a visitor’s chair, silent rush

appeals due to its outstanding ergonomics and a
design that simply makes you feel safe. For Sedus,
this is the contemporary emotional culture of the
office – or simply a place for well-being.
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It’s the details
that lead to big things.

Convenient. The softly

Comfortable. The two

Movable. The Similar

Beneficial. The height of

Harmonious. With a

upholstered optional neck

armrests are integrated in

mechanism encourages

the perfectly shaped lumbar

choice of numerous

cushion can easily be

the backrest shell and also

movable sitting with the

support adjusts by means of

beautifully made exclusive

removed for cleaning or

have comfortable leather-

perfectly balanced course

an aluminium slider.

covers in fabric and

replacement.

covered pads.

of movement of seat and

leather, silent rush can be

backrest and a continuously

adjusted to preferences or

adjustable opening angle of

the surroundings.

32 degrees.
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What a shame that every meeting has to end.
Homely furniture doesn’t just look good in lounges. It also creates an
inviting and relaxed ambience in reception areas and meeting rooms. Just
like the visitor and conference chairs silent rush, which as a cantilever
chair also permits pleasant rocking movements. The shapes wraps itself
around the body, instantly providing feelings of safety. Anyone who sits down
here will simply feel comfortable – even during long discussions or meetings.

Passion for detail. The
elegantly shaped tube end
of the cantilever frame is
shaped from exclusive
round turned aluminium
parts.

Medium-high
High			
swivel chair swivel chair Cantilever chair

modern classic
high swivel chair

Seat mechanism
Similar mechanism

L

L				

L

Technology in the backrest
Backrest pressure adjustable
Lumbar support height-adjustable

L
L

L				
L

L

Seat height adjustment
Sedo Lift mechanism

L

L				

L

Frame variants
Aluminium base in white aluminium, powder coated
L
L
Aluminium base in black, powder coated
l
l
Aluminium base polished
l
l				
Chrome-plated steel frame			
l
Steel frame in white aluminium, powder coated			
L
Steel frame in black, powder coated			
l

L

Model colour (mechanism and plastic parts)
Black

L

L

L			

L

Armrests
Integrated armrests with leather covers
L
L 				
Integrated armrests			
L

L

Specifications
Neck cushion in black leather		
l
Neck cushion in a different leather colour		
l
Two-tone upholstery
l
l
l
Hard castors for soft floors
L
L				
Soft castors for hard floors
l
l				
Felt glides 			
l
Plastic glides
		
l
Model in natural aniline dyed thick leather						
L Standard

L
l

L
l Optional
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silent rush modern classic:
hand-made for brain workers.
In a work environment that is becoming more and more fast-paced,
it is time to stop and take stock. Sit down in peace and quiet. With a
hand-made character that can be experienced with every single sense,
silent rush modern classic adds beneficial accents. Elaborate seam and
upholstery work and exclusive covers, such as the olive leaf-tanned aniline
leather, make this design a unique experience both in looks and feel.
An aesthetic pleasure that inspires us to new deeds.

Soft as a feather. Thanks
to the patented Sedo Lift
mechanism, the seat height
adjusts easily, continuously
and without wear. At the
same time, a soft, pleasant
suspension is guaranteed
regardless of the chosen
seat height.

Craftsmanship.
Perfect processing has a
name – that of the Sedus
employee whose signature
guarantees the quality of
his or her hand-made item.
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Company:

Sedus silent rush:

ISO 50001
ISO 9001
ISO 14001

Sustainability down
to the last detail.
Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany”
have been key company principles at Sedus for
more than 50 years. Principles that Sedus silent
rush also embodies and which are reflected in
recycling-orientated product design, ecologically
tested materials, resource-saving and energyconscious production and permanent quality tests.
Thus, for instance, the leathers used for the
production of silent rush modern classic are
tanned with olive leaves. This means the olive
producers no longer have to burn the leaves,
which is better for the environment. Furthermore, the energy-saving and environmentally
friendly production of the steel and aluminium
components are part of Sedus’s quality and
sustainability philosophy.
Further information is available at
www.sedus.com

Sedus operates globally in
accordance with the principles
of the UN Global Compact on
human rights, labour standards,
environmental protection and
fighting corruption.

Never far away. Highest

Resistant. Fabric quality

Glossy. Perfect chrome

quality and short transport

that is not only durable,

finishes from an

routes. The leathers used

but also exemplary in

electroplating workshop

are obtained primarily

terms of tear and chemical

that includes a treatment

from Southern Germany

resistance.

plant that removes the

and Austria.

residues from the water.
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Subject to change

